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EMT International to Highlight New VLF (Variable Lane
Finishing) Machine at PRINTING United Expo
Hobart, Wisconsin USA (October 12, 2022) – EMT International, a market leader in finishing
equipment and transport systems for the high speed, digital ink jet market will highlight its
new VLF (Variable Lane Finishing) machine on booth N2323 at PRINTING United Expo to be
held October 19-21, 2022 in Las Vegas, NV, at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
The VLF is a new technology solution specially designed for processing sheets of photos or
post cards. Order delivery per lane features a web width of 22", five independent lanes,
finished orders by lane, is bar code driven, and can
be built with the option of order verification and reconfiguration for different format sizes. Available
formats are 4x (4”, 6”, 7”, 8”) with options of 5” x
7”, 6” x 9”, 8” x 10”. A video of the new VLF will be
showcased on the EMT booth.
The new EMT International VLF machine
Information about EMT’s broad range of Chameleon
postpress printing and finishing products installed in-line with leading OEM print engines
around the world will also be available, with capabilities including roll to roll (22”/30”/42”),
cut & stack, fanfold solutions, dynamic perfing, multiple punching, merging and creasing
solutions.
Also available will be information about Rotocontrol finishing machines for label inspection,
slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, and digital and booklet printed labels that are
popular in the narrow web industry.
Jim Driscoll, VP Sales of EMT International said: “We look forward to reuniting with familiar
faces at PRINTING United Expo in Las Vegas and presenting our new VLF solution, in
addition to our Chameleon line for the commercial inkjet market, and the Rotocontrol
finishing machine portfolio serving label printers and converters. Team members from both
EMT International and Rotocontrol will be available in the booth to discuss potential
applications with show visitors.”
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About EMT International, Inc.
With over 80 years’ experience, EMT International, Inc. is recognized as a world leader in
engineering and manufacturing superior quality finishing equipment, accessories, and web
transport solutions, serving OEM and converting customers worldwide in the paper,
document processing, packaging, label, and printing industries.
EMT has the design and development expertise to create highly customized, applicationdriven solutions in offset, flexo and digital inkjet technologies. Headquartered in Northeast
Wisconsin and Siek, Germany (Rotocontrol), EMT’s global success was built on a reputation
for innovation and world-class service.
www.emtinternational.com
www.rotocontrol.com
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